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Belmonte, Juan

From: Daniela Gioseffi <danielag333@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 11, 2019 10:56 AM
To: comments, EMP
Subject: [EXTERNAL] IEP Feedback

With global scientist reporting that arctic ice is already melting at what was thought would be 
2090 rates and with New Jersey one of the fastest warming most greenhouse gas emitting 
states in the union, and new fossil fuel infrastructures in the offing that emit filthy methane 
gas, dirtier to our atmosphere than even filthy coal, New Jersey can and should be a global 
leader in addressing our climate emergency. NJ has high rates of cancer and asthma. Earth 
Justice says it is literally criminal not to address the following issues with more vigor. From a 
family of top scientists of Yale and Columbia U., I am aghast at the findings presented in the 
Integrated Energy Plan. We of myriad top environmental non-profit orgs. of and for the 
people, demand you take all steps to address these critical structural deficiencies before 
finalizing the IEP and EMP. Improvements to the IEP should include: 

 any modeling scenarios that cut NJ's emissions 45% before 2030 as recommended by IPCC 2018 
report and as other states are doing.  

 modeling for a goal of carbon-free energy for New Jersey as other states, NY, Idaho, Wash. State, 
Colorado, CA.etc. are doing. No excuses.  

 modeling for immediate moratorium on any new fossil fuel infrastructure which would 
be criminal to allow 

 front loading emission reductions to have the most significant impact on our climate CRISIS 
emergency 

 accurately estimating the global warming potential of short-lived climate pollutants like methane 
and black carbon  

 counting social and literal LIFE costs of continued reliance and use of fossil fuels which are 
now utterly murderous of the children's future.  

 flexibility to use the best of some plans now and others later 
 valuing VITAL public input 
 consideration of potential impact of future regulatory and technological changes  
 any mechanisms or recommendations of how to decrease fossil fuel use by 2030 as the 

Republican Governor of Idaho and the Democrat Governors of New York and 
Washington State have pledged to do. (What's wrong with overheating NJ's gov't reps. 
and gov. What's keeping them from being moral on this VITAL, DEATH DEFYING, 
CLIMATE CRISIS EMERGENCY ISSUE. There is ONLY 8 1/2 yrs. to expend 
completely the emissions budget before there is NO CORRECTION of the climate as it 
reacing a tipping point of no correction THIS IS SCIENTIFIC TRUTH. Earth Justice 
finds the IEP immoral and unethical to the survival of life. Good green jobs can save 
life in NJ. No excuses. )  
Thank you if you will actually pay attention to this message. 

Earthly Blessings, 

Pr. Daniela Gioseffi, 
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Editor: http://www.Eco-Poetry.org/ non-profit volunteer site receiving 6 thousand global visitors monthly 
Editorial; Green New Deal & Tribute to Eco-Poet Mary Oliver. 
http://www.AuthorandActivist.com 
amazon.com/author/danielagioseffi 
American Book Award winning author: 17 books  


